Stunning Southern Gardens

A Spring Tour of the South’s Prettiest Outdoor Spreads
To Have and to Hold

WHETHER GIVEN FOR THE BIG DAY OR TO HELP THE COUPLE SET UP
HOUSE, THESE GIFTS COMPLETE THE SOUTHERN TROUSSEAU

Produced by Mimi Faucett; prop styling by Linden Elstran; food styling by Jamie Kimm
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GARDEN & GUN APRIL / MAY 2018
■ **HONEY DO**
William Yeoward Crystal's handmade glass honey jar serves up sweetness to the sweethearts ($135; williamyeowardcrystal.com).

■ **LOVE HANDLES**
Hand forged in Charlottesville, Virginia, Blanc Creatives saucier swaps cast iron for carbon steel and adds double loops ($345; blanccreatives.com).

■ **BEST OF SHUCK**
Alison Evans's handmade Ae Ceramics oyster plates are inspired by the livelihoods the mollusks provide for the coastal Maine town where she resides ($565-$235; ae ceramics.com).

■ **CRUSH WORTHY**
Bull in China's black walnut mallet will help make a mean julep ($145 with bag; bullinchinapdx.com).

■ **HAPPY SEASON**
Each March salt dish set is composed of ethically sourced ox horn ($40; marchsf.com).

■ **RICE TRADITION**
Every sideboard needs a Charleston rice spoon from Croghan's Jewel Box ($45; croghanjewelbox.com).